4-H Computer Contest
App Inventor (40% of overall score)

Presenter: ___________________________________________
App Title: ___________________________________________

*The App Challenge for 2016 is to create a timer.

5

4

Excellent graphic Good graphics and
and sound. Very sounds. Enhanced
appealing.
my learning.
Appeal: Looks and Sound
Enhanced my
experience.
Included all 6 of the Included 4 or 5 of
required
the required
components
components.
(button, images,
(button, images,
sensors, sounds,
sensors, sounds,
User Interface:
animation, invisible
animation,
components,
invisible
canvas, etc.)
components,
canvas, etc.)
Included at least 4 Included at least 3
built-in blocks
built-in blocks
(control, logic,
(control, logic,
math, text, list,
math, text, list,
Block Editor Content:
variables,
variables,
procedure)
procedure)
excluding color.
excluding color.
100% of the app 80-90% of the app
works. Performs
is working.
and loads quickly. Performs and loads
Functionality:
quickly, some
minor technical
issues.
Total Score:
Ribbon Color:

Blue

*Adapted from rcampus.com and digitaldivideandconquer.blogspot.com

Red

3

2

Average graphics
Low quality
and sound. Limited
graphics and
appeal, but a little sounds. Distracted
distracting.
from app's
purpose.
Included 2 or 3 of Included 1 of the
the required
required
components.
components.
(button, images,
(button, images,
sensors, sounds,
sensors, sounds,
animation,
animation,
invisible
invisible
components,
components,
canvas, etc.)
canvas, etc.)
Included at least 2 Included at least 1
built-in blocks
built-in blocks
(control, logic,
(control, logic,
math, text, list,
math, text, list,
variables,
variables,
procedure)
procedure)
excluding color.
excluding color.
60-70% of the app 50-60% of the app
is working. Loads is working. Crashes
and performs
fairly often and
slowly. Sometimes
takes multiple
crashes.
times to open.

White

1
Boring and
unappealing.

Included none of
the required
components.
(button, images,
sensors, sounds,
animation, invisible
components,
canvas, etc.)
Included none of
the built-in blocks
(control, logic,
math, text, list,
variables,
procedure)
excluding color.
Less than 50% of
the app is working.
Very buggy.

Rank: ____ of ____

Score Notes:

